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side. While the mass was being celebrated the sight of a
great three-motor plane flying almost level with the cave
took us by surprise.
It circled, approached the cave, and started bombing.
The roar of the engines, the explosion of the bombs and the
rattle of machine-guns and musketry made a deafening noise.
For one moment it seemed that the machine was flying
straight into the cave.
Suddenly a shout of joy from all throats. Poking my head
out of my refuge, I saw that the middle part of the fuselage
was enveloped in dun-yellow smoke which left the plane
in a long trail. And it, promptly dropping all its bombs,
turned homeward.
" It's burning, it's burning!" they shouted every-
where. The Emperor broke off the mass and came
outside.
At my side some Ethiopian nobles were saying that they were
determined to give up their salaries for two years and even,
if need be, a gasha (forty hectares) of land, in order to buy
aeroplanes and crews complete to meet the air forces of
the enemy, which were in their view the chief reason of
their unsuccess. Everybody agreed with this proposition.
Next morning the Italian aviation displayed greater
activity. There were many planes dropping bombs.
The Ethiopians took refuge in anything like a dugout
that presented itself to them. In the ravines, behind piles
of stones, between the roots of trees and in old holes. With
remarkable promptitude they had prepared their refuges
already and masked them with branches. Only the donkeys
and mules which brayed in hundreds betrayed the presence
of so many human beings doing their utmost to hide away
from death.
The bombardment of that memorable day killed several
and wounded many, who were brought at the dinner hour
to the place in front of the Emperor's cave. Why, one might
ask, there ? Already there was a continual traffic along the
narrow path. It was crowded with people.
They were taken to the cave because the Emperor is a
centre towards which all Ethiopians unconsciously direct
themselves. The wounded in their dirty clothes spattered
with blood were laid almost in spite of themselves before

